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Beginning in June 2015, Wilton House Museum initiated the Annual Fund Campaign. This year’s campaign
challenge is to secure a future for our past, a theme symbolic of the historic preservation that saved Wilton eighty
years ago. Within the past six months, the campaign secured 48% of its $125,000 total, a sum highlighting
the generosity and commitment of the Colonial Dames, community partners, and benefactors alike. Yet, as
the end to the calendar year draws near, winter’s arrival signals this campaign’s half-completion. Charged with
raising 52% of the Annual Fund total in the next six months is a sobering task, but a challenge that can be
met.
By contributing to the Annual Fund, your dollars support Wilton House Museum’s dual priority to serve this
18th-century site as devoted steward and to connect with the community as educator, resource, and partner. As
Annual Fund proceeds support a quarter of the museum’s operating expenses, your giving helps secure a future
for our past. You are helping to maintain the relevancy of our history. We invite you to comprise the remaining
52% who will advance this legacy of stewardship in making your Annual Fund gift today.
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Current Exhibition
Collecting Classical Virginia and Maryland, 1790-1820
Exhibition runs through February 21, 2016
The current exhibition at Wilton House Museum explores furniture made in Virginia and Maryland from
1790 – 1820. Sharing the boarders of the nation’s new capital, and home to the thriving cities of Richmond and
Baltimore, the furniture produced in these two states expressed Neoclassical taste with a southern accent. The
exhibition comprises 12 objects on loan from the private collection of Michael Phillips whose passion for the
topic is expressed not only in his collection but also in his willingness to share it with the public. “Maryland and
Virginia experienced a fabulous revival of classicism in the early-19th century,” explains Mr. Phillips. “Wealthy
merchants studied the ancient world and wanted to express classical ideals in their homes and furniture. Examples
of this taste for classical iconography and motifs can be seen in the exhibitions of furniture designed with classical
columns, acanthus leaves, saber legs and paw feet.”
After the American Revolution the young republic sought to define their national character. They turned to
ancient Greece and Rome for inspiration in the creation of civic buildings, agrarian villas, and the fine and
decorative arts. Classical forms, ornament, and proportions were adapted to contemporary life. Sometimes
classical forms were recreated, such as the Grecian couch. Most often, items such as card tables and sideboards
were decorated with classical fornaments. This Neoclassical taste of straight lines and flat, often painted,
ornamentation was particularly well-suited to southern tastes, where a preference for what was called the “neat
and plain” style was long in favor. “This exhibition continues a tradition of promoting, collecting, and studying
Southern decorative arts,” explains Executive Director Keith MacKay. “We have a number of items in the
permanent collection made in Virginia acquired long before it was popular.”
Collaborating with private collectors has strengthened the museum’s exhibition program. Our 2013 exhibition
featured a private collection of John James Audubon prints and a number of art galleries and contemporary art
collectors lent artwork to the 2014 Anywhere But Now exhibition. “My perspective as a collector,” reflects our
exhibition lender “comes from a love for these objects and a desire to interact with them on a daily basis. I love
the story behind each piece and like to think I add to the history of each piece.”
Thank you to the collaborative support of The Decorative Arts Trust and to our generous exhibition lender
Michael Phillips who is sharing these items from his collection.

Winter 2016 Lectures
New Thoughts About Wilton
Saturday, February 6: 11:00 AM
Speaker: Mark Wenger, Mesick Wilson Cohen Baker Architects
Preservation Architect Mark Wenger will reveal the findings of
his architectural investigation of Wilton as part of our first ever
Historic Structure Report. The event will explore the findings of this
investigation and consider their influence on future interpretation and
restoration efforts. Recent and on-going preservation efforts by Mesick
Wilson Cohen Baker Architects will also be shared along with in-depth
architectural tours of the museum.
Purchase your tickets in advance through the Wilton website.
For questions please contact Wilton at (804)282-5936 or wiltonprograms@comcast.net

Ernest LoNano: Decorator’s Counsel
Saturday, March 26: 11:00 a.m.
Speaker: Linda Eaton, John L. & Marjorie P.
McGraw Director of Collections & Senior Curator of
Textiles, Winterthur Museum
Although little known today, the firm of Ernest
LoNano was once one of the most influential in the
United States. For over sixty years the firm designed
and made textile furnishings for museums such as
the Metropolitan Museum of Art and the Brooklyn
Museum, for historic houses such as Wilton,
Monticello, and Winterthur, as well as for many private clients. This lecture will provide an
introduction to LoNano’s work and document the firm’s impact on interior design for much of
the twentieth century.
$10 admission. Free to Members. Purchase your tickets in advance through the Wilton website. For questions
please contact Wilton at (804)282-5936 or wiltonprograms@comcast.net

Keep up with all of Wilton’s programs and events at
www.wiltonhousemuseum.org/events

Giving Thanks
Wilton House Museum has much to be thankful for in a year that
celebrated our 80th anniversary. The 2015 calendar year was a year
of collaboration, scholarship, reflection, and enjoyment. These
accomplishments were made possible by our expanding community
of volunteers, visitors, donors, and cultural partners.
Highlights of 2015 include the conservation of our portrait of
Peyton Randolph and commissioning our first Historic Structures
Report. Both of these efforts inspired our hosting two wellattended day long symposiums: Thomas Sully and Early Republic
Richmond and Primary Sources: New Research on Virginia’s Material
Culture. Our year began and ended with exhibitions whose themes
express the breadth of our mission. These exhibits coupled with
our Jammin on the James concert series attracted thousands of
people of all ages to our site.
In all the ways you support Wilton House Museum, thank you.
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